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Tongariro Taupo Conservation Board Work 

Programme 

1 July 2022 – 30 June 2023 

 
Work Programme overview 

This Work Programme has been developed in response to the Letter of 

Expectation from the Minister of Conservation dated 19 July 2022. It is 

structured in three parts, namely: 

 

 Part A: Planned Board activities aimed at meeting the regional Work Programme 

contained in the letter: 

 review/development/monitoring of statutory management plans 

including Conservation Management Strategies (CMS) 

 advice relating to stewardship land 

 other statutory functions for the Board 

 advocacy. 

 

 Part B: Planned Board activities aimed at general expectations contained in the 

letter:  

 working with the Department of Conservation (the Department) 

 taking account of the Ministerial priorities for the Department as 

contained in the Department’s Four-year Plan 

 working with adjoining conservation boards and the New Zealand 

Conservation Authority (the Authority) 

 understanding the Board’s contribution to giving effect to the principles 

of Te Tiriti o Waitangi 

 general engagement with the community, including raising the profile 

of the Board. 

 

 Part C: Risks/issues from the Board’s perspective, and opportunities for 

conservation growth that are not covered above. 

 

Status indicator 

Colour  Indicates 

 Completed 

 Started and is ongoing 

 Not started yet 



 

 PART A: REGIONAL WORK PROGRAMME  
 
1 Te Tiriti relationships with iwi  
1.1 Board objective:   

The Board will develop and enhance relations with our four main iwi.   

    

Planned Board activities, success measures and key milestones. 
 Action  Status Progress commentary 

A 
Continue the development 
of the working relationship 
with mana whenua.  

 Appointment/secondment of local iwi to the 
board to represent all main iwi from around 
Ruapehu.  Co-Chair system instituted 

B 

Explore and understand the 
new settlement instruments 
across the rohe.   

 This is an ongoing process that continues as 
settlements continue.  The most recent iwi to 
sign their settlement was Te Korowai o 
Wainuiārua 

 
 

2 Review / development of statutory management plans including 

Conservation Management Strategies (CMS) 
2.1 Board objective:   

The Board will provide advice to the Department, the NZCA and the Minister of Conservation 

on the implementation of a new and updated Conservation Management Strategy.  

    

Planned Board activities, success measures and key milestones. 
 Action  Status Progress commentary 

A 

To continue to seek funding 
and resources from the 
Department to fulfil our 
statutory role as guardians 
of the CMS.   

 We persist with this frustrating process.  While 
we were able to procure a modest amount of 
funding to have a report done on options for 
our CMS – we still await serious funding and 
commitment from DOC Head Office (planning) 
for the process to seriously begin. 

B 

To work with the Catalyst 
Group to bring together all 
parties who are working on 
progressing the CMS to 
formulate shared principles 
and value. 

 A workshop is planned for this to make a start 
on how to proceed, but we must be realistic as 
to what can be achieved drawing all parties 
together with no funding to do so – at this 
point. 

 
 
2.2 Board objective: 

In consultation with iwi partners the board will begin reviewing some key issues and new 

policy requirements or gaps in advance of beginning the formal review of the CMS. 

Planned Board activities, success measures and key milestones. 
 Action  Status Progress Commentary 

A 

To work with iwi 
representatives on the 
Board and local iwi on the 
principles required to 
undertake a review of a new 
CMS. 

 Awaiting serious support and funding from the 
Department.  We have to be realistic as to 
what can be achieved with little commitment to 
funding or planner support from DOC Head 
Office. 

 
 
3 Biodiversity   



3.1 Board objective: 

To provide an overview and advice to the Department on the implementation of Te Mana o 

te Taiao the Aotearoa New Zealand Biodiversity Strategy 

    

Planned Board activities, success measures and key milestones. 
 Action  Status Progress commentary 

A 

To support the community 
and the Department where 
necessary in conversations 
about predator control 
actions.   

 We continue to support predator control 
operations, in particular, we are very 
supportive to the trapping programmes being 
undertaken via Jobs for Nature funding.  And 
we continue to support the application of 
largescale1080 drops until a viable alternative 
becomes available. 

B 

To monitor management of 
deer populations by the 
Department and hunter 
groups. 

 Deer populations in the Tongariro Taupō rohe 
are much larger than is ideal.  The Kaimanawa 
Forest Park (KFP) in particular, suffers under 
the burden of large deer numbers.  Although 
the Siki Foundation is working with the local 
DOC team to try to reduce deer numbers – this 
is a difficult exercise in the more remote areas 
of the KFP.  The beech forest canopy is in 
danger of collapse – the reason being 
uncertain but likely drought.  But the imminent 
concern is that the devastation wrecked upon 
the understory by deer means this collapse 
could be a catastrophe for biodiversity in KFP. 

C 

To encourage the reporting 
on the wider biodiversity 
measures across the rohe. 

 The TT Conservation Board is always keen to 
receive information about biodiversity 
measures employed by DOC. The board is not 
resourced to actively promote, and advocate 
biodiversity measures itself – other than 
individual members working within their own 
communities to promote conservation work – 
which most members do when they can. 

 
 
3.2 Board objective: 

To understand the pressures and impacts of ungulate throughout the Tongariro Taupō rohe 

as required by the Minister of Conservation’s letter of expectation.   

    

Planned Board activities, success measures and key milestones. 
 Action  Status Progress commentary 

A 

To ensure regular contact 
with community, including 
Sika Foundation  

 A Sika Foundation member is also a 
representative on the Tongariro Taupō 
Conservation Board.  Sika Foundation are 
regular attendees at Tongariro Taupō 
Conservation Board Meetings and the board is 
kept up to date on their work via these 
attendees.    

B 

To do a field trip into the 
Kaimanawa Forest Park.to 
see the worst of the damage 
by ungulates at place. 

 A Field Trip into the Kaimanawa Forest Park 
was arranged in February. Several members 
of the Conservation Board attended.  We were 
able to see firsthand the state of the forest 
canopy and the lack of undergrowth arising to 
replace it.  A visit to the ‘enclosure plot’ vividly 
illustrated how this forest understory SHOULD 
look.  This trip was well worthwhile, informative 
and educational, but also disturbing and sad to 



see the damage being done by an overly large 
deer population. 
 

 
 
 
4 Visitor and tourist management and facilities  
4.1 Board objective: 

The Board will gain an overview of the impact of visitors on conservation land and natural 

taonga within the Board’s rohe. 

  

Planned Board activities, success measures and key milestones. 
 Action  Status Progress commentary 

A 

To request information from 
the Department on the 
provision, use and 
maintenance of facilities on 
PCL. 

 Discussions continue at our regular hui. 

 
 
4.2 Board objective: 

The Board will promote new policies which allow enjoyment of national park/world heritage 

area by the community while controlling impact. 

 

Planned Board activities, success measures and key milestones. 
 Action  Status Progress commentary 

A 

To consult with the 
Department and other 
stakeholders to work 
towards a cap on the 
number of visitors using the 
Tongariro Alpine Crossing. 

 The Tongariro Taupō Conservation Board has 
remained informed of DOCs progress to plan 
and implement a system to ‘cap’ numbers on 
the Tongariro Alpine Crossing to attempt to 
mitigate the pressure of again increasing 
visitor numbers.  Although numbers reduced 
due to the Government Covid Lockdowns and 
the exclusion of tourists, they are now 
increasing again.  We remain informed about 
the latest plan to introduce a booking system – 
and despite some reservations as to how it will 
operate – we support the concept behind the 
idea.  We continue to monitor the situation as 
DOC staff advise us of the latest plan in place. 

 
 
 

PART B: GENERAL EXPECTATIONS 
    

5 Working with the Department 
5.1 Board objective: 

The Board will provide advice to the Department on any concessions or issues they require 

consideration from the Board. 

 

Planned Board activities, success measures and key milestones. 
 Action  Status Progress commentary 



A 

Advocate on behalf of the 
community and the 
Department to enable the 
Department to fulfil their 
roles and obligations in the 
Tongariro Taupo region. 

 The Conservation Board continually seeks to 
support local DOC staff and encourages the 
DOC staff we interact with to fulfil their roles 
and obligations within the rohe.  As always, we 
feel the Vote Conservation is not adequate for 
the tasks and responsibilities DOC has to 
manage – and our rohe in particular is always 
under immense visitor pressure, and due to 
location, more than normal pest and weed 
incursions.  This is not reflected in provision of 
budgets allocated. 

This year has been particularly difficult; as a 
result of Government Covid Lockdowns and 
the consequential economic climate, Ruapehu 
Alpine Lifts has gone into receivership and 
then liquidation – resulting in complex and 
concerning consequences and likely impacts.  
Also, Chateau Tongariro has had its lease 
abandoned.  Both could mean huge costs 
economically, environmentally, and socially to 
the region.  DOC bears the brunt of much of 
the resultant extra work, and we hope this is 
taken into account when budget time comes 
along. 

And as always (and rather repetitively) – we 
would like a firm commitment from DOC 
nationally to seriously updating our planning; 
management plans and CMS for the 
communities we represent.   

 
    

5.2 Board objective: 

The Board will advocate for the environment locally and nationally. 

 

Planned Board activities, success measures and key milestones. 
 Action  Status Progress commentary 

A 

To work to advocate for the 
environment and 
conservation locally and 
nationally 

 The Board continually advocates for 
conservation planning – our main goal being 
the update of local and national planning to be 
carried out as required by legislation.   

We have submitted on legislation reviews, 
planning process on the DOC CMAP 
document in the hope of advocating for this to 
happen. 

Also, the Board advocates via the NZCA for 
work to start in a serious manner on the 
Tongariro Taupō CMS.  To no avail so far. 

We also support the Jobs for Nature Funding 
(JNF) and have written to the Minister in 
support of continued JNF funding to be kept in 
some form in our region. 

 
 



6 Working with adjoining conservation boards and the Authority 
6.1 Board objective 

The Board will appoint members to liaison roles. 

 

Planned Board activities, success measures and key milestones. 
 Action  Status Progress Commentary 

A 

To attend neighbouring 
conservation boards and 
encourage regular contact.   

 We are regularly connected to our 
neighbouring boards. 
 Waikato Conservation Board – Karen 

Grimwade 
 Taranaki Whanganui – Honey Winter 
 Wellington – Dave Milner 

B 

Invite representatives from 
other boards to attend TTCB 
meetings. 

 WCB member Wayne has been invited to 
attend our meetings and has attended one.   
We have regular online visitors from BOP and 
Hawke’s Bay. 

C 
Participate in conservation 
board chair hui. 

 Mike Britton attended the last Conservation 
Chair’s meeting. 
 

 
  



 

PART C: RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES 
    

10 Risks from the Board’s perspective 

 

  

A 

Biodiversity continues to decline in quality.  The repair of biodiversity and creating 
an environment in which it can thrive needs to be prioritised.  As pests and weeds 
continue to be a risk to native biodiversity, we are seemingly losing the battle on 
many fronts.  The excessive deer numbers being an example – in particular the 
damage being done in the Kaimanawa Forest Park. 

B 
Degradation of Physical Conservation Assets:   
Conservation assets are being neglected and not maintained.  Examples:  
Whakapapa Village.  Some backcountry huts and tracks, The Chateau Tongariro. 

C 

Tourism trumping conservation.   
As visitors return after being excluded by Government Covid Lockdowns, it is 
important tourism & recreation (although critical) does not take priority over caring 
for the environment. 

D 
Climate Change: The impacts of climate change are beginning to be felt in the CNI 
– it might be a good time for some research into the impacts and about how we 
might mitigate the impacts as a conservation community. 

 

A 

Prioritising the Natural World.   
As stated in last year’s report, the same situation applies; The Government has the 
opportunity to frame the conservation estate as a potential gain for the government 
– rather than a drain.  If ‘investment’ in conservation was considered a positive, 
rather than allowing conservation assets, including biodiversity to deteriorate over 
time – as they certainly are.  Prioritising Conservation and the Natural World could 
be a point-of-Difference for NZ/Aotearoa. 

B 

Co-Governance.  Including local iwi in a meaningful and authentic manner in the 
management of conservation lands and assets.  The TT Conservation Board has 
tried to begin this process with the co-chair process.  It could be built upon and 
advanced. 

C 

Building on the new appreciation for Nature. 
As the globe becomes overpopulated and people seek quiet and peace – we have 
the chance to provide people with positive interactions with amazing nature.  Quiet 
magical places can be a tonic for tourists, and we have them (for now) in 
abundance. 

D 

Recreation Opportunities. 
Creation of recreation opportunities in appropriate places that allow a sense of 
adventure and achievement for tourists.  Developing these on conservation land 
where appropriate – not National Parks necessarily – and building on opportunities 
for iwi and other locals to work and gain benefits for local communities.  Jobs for 
Nature projects being mostly good examples of growth opportunities in recreation. 

E 

Culture and Heritage. 
Build on the amazing heritage we have in the Central North Island. Talk to iwi about 
the creation of cultural experiences for visitors run by iwi.  Identify and interpret sites 
of historical interest/significance and explain them to visitors.  This adds a layer of 
richness and understanding to the story we are telling visitors.  We already tell the 
biodiversity and geological stories – but less of the cultural and heritage stories on 
site. 

 

11 Opportunities for conservation growth 
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